Hypothesis testing in presence of a nuisance parameter that is only identifiable under the alternative is challenging in part because standard asymptotic results (e.g., Wilks theorem for the generalized likelihood ratio test) do not apply. Several solutions have been proposed in the statistical literature and their practical implementation often reduces the problem into one of Testing One Hypothesis Multiple times (TOHM). Specifically, a fine discretization of the space of the non-identifiable parameter is specified, and an ensemble of sub-test statistics is obtained to test the null hypothesis against a set of sub-alternative hypothesis where the value of the non-identifiable parameter is fixed at each point of the discretization. The goal is to provide a global p-value as the standard of evidence for comparing the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis. In this paper, we first propose a simple and computationally efficient inferential tool to perform TOHM under stringent significance requirements, such as those typically required in the physical sciences. Further, we exploit the underlying discrete nature of the solution to clarify the connection between TOHM and multiple hypothesis testing. This allows us to identify scenarios where the simple Bonferroni correction is equivalent to TOHM, and thus it is not overly conservative.
Introduction
A fundamental statistical challenge that is common in many forms of scientific discoveries is the so called "bump-hunting" problem [Choudalakis, 2011] , where researchers aim to distinguish peaks due to a signal of interest (the new discovery) from peaks due to random fluctuations of the background. In the framework of hypothesis testing, the null model specified by H 0 is typically the background-only model, and a signal bump is added in the alternative model specified by H 1 .
In astrophysics, an important example occurs in the search for evidence of particle dark matter.
Dark matter is the substance postulated in the 30s by Jan Oort and Fritz Zwicky [Oort, 1932 , Zwicky, 1933 , 1937 to account for the orbital velocities of the stars within galaxies and to explain the evidence of missing mass in the universe. Along with dark energy, it is hypothesized to constitute 85% of the universe. Understanding its nature and proving experimentally its existence is one of the most investigated problems in particle physics and astronomy. In astrophysical detection of particle dark matter, one source of evidence are monochromatic γ-ray features in the energy spectra of galaxy clusters observed by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT). Specifically, a detected excess of γ-rays may either originate from known astrophysical sources or be caused by the self-annihilation of a dark matter particle [Ackermann et al., 2015 , Weniger, 2012 , Anderson et al., 2016 . From a statistical perspective, this problem can be formulated as a test of hypothesis where the goal is to distinguish between the model which only accounts for known astrophysical sources and the model which includes both background and the dark matter emission. Here, we consider an isotropic emission following a spectral power-law (Pareto type I) as astrophysical background.
Whereas the signal corresponds to a dark matter γ-ray emission is modeled as a narrow Gaussian bump with unknown location [Algeri et al., 2016b] . The model of interest can be specified as a mixture model,
where k φ and k θ are normalizing constants, y ≥ 1, φ > 0, and θ ≥ 1. In order to assess the evidence in favour of the signal, we test
where η is the proportion of events due to the dark matter emission, and thus 0 ≤ η ≤ 1. Despite its straightforward formulation, the implementation of the test in (2) is non-trivial. Difficulties arise because the parameter θ is not defined under H 0 . Consequently, the classical asymptotic properties of, e.g., Maximum Lixelihood Estimates (MLE) and the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT)
fail.
In principle, the problem can be formulated as a multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) problem, where R tests are conducted over a grid of possible signal locations θ, and corrected using a Bonferroni [1935 Bonferroni [ , 1936 bound or a similar method. Such corrections, however, are often dismissed because of their conservativeness (e.g., Efron [2010, Ch. 3] ). Additionally, in fields such as high energy physics and astrophysics, experiments are often characterized by the search for (at most) a few signals over a wide pool of possibilities. As a consequence, the cost of a type I error becomes enormous [Prosper, 2012] , and thus, appealing MHT methods for signal detection such as Tukey's multiple comparisons [Tukey, 1949] , or the popular False Discovery Rate (FDR) [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995, Efron, 2010] , are inappropriate in this setting.
In this paper, we consider the bump-hunting problem as a special case of what is known in statistical literature as "testing statistical hypotheses when a nuisance parameter is present only under the alternative". In addition to the bump-hunting problem, classical examples may include regression models where structural changes, such as break-points and threshold-effects, occur [White, 1989 , Andrews, 1993 , Hansen, 1992b , 1999 , Davies, 2002 . We consider a break-point within a simple logistic regression as illustrative example, along with the bump-hunting problem.
The general problem has long been studied, starting at least from the seminal work of Hotelling [1939] and Davies [1977 Davies [ , 1987 , and further investigated in the econometrics literature by several authors including Andrews and Ploberger [1994] and Hansen [1991 Hansen [ , 1992a Hansen [ , 1996 . In their practical implementation, all these methods reduce the problem of testing with unidentifiable parameters under H 0 into one of Testing One Hypothesis Multiple times (TOHM), where a single null hypothesis H 0 is tested against R different sub-alternative hypotheses H 11 , . . . , H 1r , . . . , H 1R , via R separate sub-test statistics. The number R of sub-tests is typically large, and the goal is to provide a global p-value as the standard of evidence for comparing H 0 and the global alternative hypothesis H 1 , of which each of the H 1r sub-alternatives is a special case. However, the above-mentioned methods often require case-by-case mathematical computations (e.g., Davies [1977] ), estimation of the covariance structure (e.g., a Hansen [1991] ), choosing weighting functions (e.g., Andrews and Ploberger [1994] ), or full simulations of the empirical process involved (e.g., Hansen [1992a Hansen [ , 1996 ).
Analogously, further complications may arise when using classic resampling techniques, such as bootstrapping [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] , to derive the null distribution of the test statistics, in presence of stringent significance requirements. Specifically, because of the complexity of the models involved, for instance when the instrumental error must be taken in account, the data simulations of a physics detector that would be necessary to assess large significances such as 5σ, may be computationally prohibitive, or simply inefficient. In this paper we discuss a computational efficient method to perform TOHM which overcomes these limitations.
As in Davies [1977 Davies [ , 1987 , the proposed solution considers a stochastic process indexed by θ with the goal of obtaining a global p-value by approximating/bounding the tail probability of its supremum via Extreme Value Theory (EVT). Additionally, on the basis of a recent result proposed in physics literature by Gross and Vitells [2010] to correct for the so-called "look-elsewhere effect" 2 (see Section 2), we combine the probabilistic constructs of EVT with the flexibility of Monte Carlo simulation. This avoids the need of mathematical computations on a case-by-case basis, and drastically reduces the number of simulations required by a full simulation, even under stringent significance requirements. In practical applications, researchers often try to avoid to use Bonferroni's correction because of its perceived conservativeness. In this paper we use classical EVT results for random sequences to identify situations where Bonferroni is equivalent to TOHM, and thus it can be used without being overly conservative.
The main contributions of this article are that we (i) define the framework of TOHM as a practical counterpart of testing with unidentifiable parameters under H 0 ; (ii) combine classical EVT with practical methods advocated in the physics literature to formally derive a computationally efficient inferential tool to perform TOHM; (iii) clarify the connection between TOHM and multiple hypothesis testing and show that, under sufficient conditions, Bonferroni correction can be used to approximate our bound for TOHM.
As a secondary contribution we show how TOHM can be used in non-nested models comparisons, as discussed in Algeri et al. [2016a] . This is illustrated using a third running example, this one from astroparticle physics, in which we aim to distinguish a power-law distributed model
with y ≥ 1, φ > 0 and θ ≥ 1. This type of comparison typically occurs when trying to discriminate dark matter events, distributed according to (3), from events coming from well-know astrophysical sources, such as pulsars, which can be modelled using f (y, φ). Finally, we discuss graphical tools that can be used to assess the validity of the asymptotic conditions required by (ii), to validate the adequacy of the number of sub-tests conducted, and to determine if the sufficient conditions needed for (iii) hold.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review several non-standard hypothesis tests, specifically, those investigated by Chernoff [1954] , Davies [1977 Davies [ , 1987 , Gross and Vitells [2010] and Algeri et al. [2016a] . In Section 3, we define the framework for TOHM and we derive a computable upper bound for the tail probability of interest by generalizing the method proposed in Gross and Vitells [2010] . In Section 4, we discuss the combined impact of classical EVT and stringent significance requirement on both the bound proposed in Section 3 and the usual Bonferroni bound. In Section 5, we further validate our results with a suite of simulation studies and applications on realistic data. A summary and discussion of our findings appears in Section 6.
Background

The Likelihood-Ratio Test when regularity conditions fail
In this section, we provide a comprehensive summary of existing results for the LRT and its limiting χ 2 distribution, and necessary to establish a general framework for TOHM. We postpone the discussion of technical details and generalization beyond the χ 2 case to Section 3.
Let Y be a random variable with probability density h(y, η, φ, θ), from which a random sample of observations y 1 , . . . , y n is drawn. Suppose we wish to conduct the two-sided hypothesis test
We let φ be a nuisance parameter under H 0 , η index the hypotheses in that η = η 0 defines H 0 , and θ be a parameter that only exists under H 1 ; it has no value under H 0 , and its parameter space
Common tests of hypothesis for (4) such as the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT), z-tests and t-tests typically rely on the known asymptotic distribution of their respective test statistics which in turn typically depends on the asymptotic normal distribution of the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE). These large-sample properties are guaranteed under certain regularity conditions which we refer collectively as Conditions R and specify as B1-B5 and C1-C3, see Section A of the Supplementary Materials for details. The presence of a nuisance parameter θ, which is defined only under H 1 corresponds to a failure of condition C2, and provides the main motivation of this work, including our framework for TOHM.
To begin, suppose Conditions R hold except C2; we focus on testing (4) via the LRT. The approach of Davies [1987] exploits the fact that, for a given θ, all the Conditions R are satisfied, and no identifiability problem occurs. We let λ n (θ) be the ratio of the likelihoods under H 0 and H 1 , for θ fixed and evaluated at the respective MLEs of the other parameters. From Wilks theorem [Wilks, 1938] , under H 0 we can specify the LRT for a given value of θ ∈ Θ, namely T n (θ), and such that T n (θ) = −2 log λ n (θ) ∼ χ 2 s as n → ∞, where s is the dimension of the parameter η being tested.
We can then consider a stochastic process {T n (θ)}, indexed by θ ∈ Θ, and we test (4) using the test statistic sup θ∈Θ {T n (θ)}. As n → ∞ and when H 0 is true, T n (θ) ∼ χ 2 s for all θ ∈ Θ; additionally, under suitable uniformity conditions [Hansen, 1991] , the empirical process {T n (θ)} converges asymptotically to a χ 2 s process denoted by {T (θ)}. Further, it can be proven [Hansen, 1991, Theorem 5] that sup θ∈Θ {T n (θ)} converges in distribution to sup θ∈Θ {T (θ)}, as n → ∞. Thus, we define the asymptotic global p-value to be
where c is the observed value of the test statistic.
The central difficulty of this approach is that it is to derive or approximate the distribution of sup θ∈Θ {T (θ)}. Starting from the EVT argument developed by Cramér and Leadbetter [1967, p. 272] , it is possible to bound (5) using the concept of the upcrossings of a stochastic process (see Figure 1 ). Specifically, we say that the process {T (θ)} has an upcrossing of a threshold c ∈ R at θ 0 ∈ Θ if, for some > 0, T (θ) ≤ c in the interval (θ 0 − , θ 0 ) and T (θ) ≥ c in the interval [θ 0 , θ 0 + ) [Adler, 2000] . Let N T c be the point process of upcrossings of c by {T (θ)}. As a simple consequence of Markov's inequality Cramér and Leadbetter [1967, p. 272] show that the tail probability in (5) is bounded by
where P (T (L) > c) is the probability that the process {T (θ)} exceedes c at the lower bound of the parameter space of θ, i.e., at θ = L. Because each component of
] is the expected number of upcrossings of c by {T (θ)} over the search region Θ and which bounds the probability P (N Sharpe [1978, Eq. 3.2] , and estimated in Davies [1987] via total variation. Similar results are discussed in Davies [1977 Davies [ , 1987 for the normal case.
Following Davies [1987] , the main requirements for the process {T (θ)} is continuity of the process itself and its first derivative, except possibly for a finite number of jumps in the derivative.
Further Davies [1987] notices that, referring in general terms to ρ(θ, θ † ) as the covariance function of {T (θ)}, (6) becomes sharp, asymptotically, as c → ∞, and ρ(θ, θ † ) → 0 as |θ − θ † | → ∞. This condition is known as long-range independence [Falk et al., 2010, p. 361] and, along with the above mentioned conditions of continuity, under it the process of upcrossings assumes a Poisson character, and as c → ∞. Unfortunately, as pointed out in Hansen [1991] , there exist situations where, allowing a finite number of jumps in the derivative of {T (θ)}, may cause the total variation to diverge.
An alternative solution can be used to overcome this problem and has had significant impact in the physics community. Namely, Gross and Vitells [2010] aims to reduce the number of simulations required for a Monte Carlo evaluation of the null distribution of the LRT, and shows that a Monte
Carlo estimate of E[N T c ] can be obtained using a more manageable simulation size. This method has had a wide range of applications in various searches for new physics including in the discovery of the Higgs boson [Della Negra et al., 2012 , van Dyk, 2014 , Chatrchyan et al., 2012 , Aad et al., 2012 . More specifically, since for stringent significance thresholds c upcrossings are expected to occur infrequently, Gross and Vitells [2010] reduce the computational effort by estimating the expected number of upcrossings for a smaller threshold c 0 << c, and adapt 6 by rewriting it in
Gross and Vitells [2010] do not provide a formal argument to justify (7) and limit their attention to the LRT case and the resulting χ 2 s process. In Section 3, we formally derive (7), we extend it to a more general class of tests. We discuss efficient choices of c 0 in Sections 3 and 5.
Generalizations
The method presented in Section 2.1 can be extended to situations where in addition to C2, others conditions among R fail.
In practical applications, H 0 may lie on the boundary of the parameter space, i.e., condition B1 may fail. For simplicity, we focus on the case where η is univariate, i.e., s = 1, and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, hence, we test (2) on the boundary. Chernoff [1954] shows that in this scenario the limiting null distribution of T n (θ) is not χ 2 1 , but is a 50:50 mixture of χ 2 1 and zero, and known in the literature asχ 2 01 distribution [Lin and Lindsay, 1997, Takemura and Kuriki, 1997] . Extensions which cover the multivariate case and where H 0 specifies that only a subset of the s components of η lie on the boundary are given in Self and Liang [1987] .
The asymptotic χ 2 1 distribution of the LRT to test (2) also requires the models specified under H 0 and H 1 to be nested. If they are not, C3 fails. However, as shown in Algeri et al. [2016a] , the framework of Section 2 can be extended to compare non-nested models by reformulating this comparison as a test with H 0 on the boundary in which a nuisance parameter is identified only under H 1 . Specifically, following the intuition of Cox [1962] and Atkinson [1970] , we specify a comprehensive model that embes two non-nested models, i.e.,
This reduces the problem to a nested model comparison where the comprehensive model in (8) is equivalent to h(y, η, φ, θ) in Section 2.1, and for which the hypothesis test is expressed exactly as in (2). However, in contrast to (1), η has no physical interpretation, rather, as in Quandt [1974] , η represents an auxiliary parameter which allows us to exploit the normality of its MLE to apply well-know asymptotic results.
Notice that for the model in (8) the test (2) is conducted on the boundary of the parameter space of η. Additionally, if H 0 in (2) is true, θ is not identifiable, hence both C2 and B1 fail in this setting. However, we can combine the result of Chernoff [1954] and the results of Section 2.1 to overcome these difficulties. Specifically, under suitable uniformity conditions, the empirical LRT process, {T n (θ)}, converges in distribution, under H 0 as n → ∞, to aχ 2 01 process distributed as a mixture of χ 2 0 and χ 2 1 random processes with weights 0.5 [Taylor and Worsley, 2013] , and denoted by {K(θ)}. In our case, we write the global p-value as P (sup θ∈Θ {K(θ)} > c), for which we derive a bound/approximation in Section 3.1.
In addition to (2), as suggested in Cox [1962 Cox [ , 2013 , the hypotheses
should also be tested in order to exclude intermediate situations.
I.e., we want to avoid treating (8) as a mixture and focus on comparing the two models. In a similar spirit, Atkinson [1970] proposes to test H 0 : η = 0.5 versus H 1 : η = 0.5. Testing both (4) and (9) is particularly suited to particle physics searches where researchers typically assign different degrees of belief to the models being tested. Specifically, as described in van Dyk [2014] , the most stringent significance requirements (e.g., Lyons [2013, Table 1 ]) are typically used only in the detection stage, i.e., when testing (2) to assess the presence of a new signal. Conversely, in the exclusion stage, i.e., when testing (9) to exclude the hypothesis of a signal being present, a significance level of 0.05 is typically sufficient.
TOHM via EVT
Definition and formalization
In this section, we provide a formal justification for the testing procedure of Gross and Vitells [2010] , generalize it beyond the LRT and the χ 2 case, and formalize it in statistical terms. This allows to establish a general theoretical framework to efficiently bound/approximate global p-values.
Recall that θ ∈ Θ ≡ [L; U] is defined only under H 1 . In order to generalize the notation of Section 2, we let {W (θ)} be a generic stochastic process indexed by θ ∈ Θ with covariance function ρ(θ, θ † ), and following Davies [1987] stipulate
Conditions 3.1. {W (θ)} has continuous sample paths; {W (θ)} has continuous first derivative, except possibly for a finite number of jumps; and the components
Let N c be the point process of the upcrossings of c ∈ R by {W (θ)}. In order to exploit the same structure of (6), we would like to find a convenient way to estimate E[N c ] and bound or approximate P (sup θ∈Θ {W (θ)} > c). Result 3.2 and Result 3.3 below are sufficient to achieve this goal.
Result 3.2. Let c ∈ R be an arbitrary threshold, let a(c) be a function which depends on c but not on θ, and b(Θ) be a function which does not depend on c, and to be calculated over the search
then,
Proof. The proof is straightforward because the decomposition in (10) holds for any c ∈ R, and thus also holds for any 0 < c 0 < c, with c 0 ∈ R. Equation (11) is obtained by solving
In general, the derivation of a closed-form expression of b(Θ) in (10) may be challenging, and it typically requires knowledge of ρ(θ, θ † ). Therefore, (11) offers a significant advantage in computing
Notice that (6) hold for any stochastic process, and thus more generally we write,
The following result follows from (11), (10), and (12).
Result 3.3. Under Conditions 3.1, the tail probability P (sup θ∈Θ {W (θ)} > c) can be bounded by
If additionally, ρ(θ, θ † ) → 0 as |θ − θ † | → ∞, the bound in (13) approaches equality as c → ∞.
We now derive explicit forms of (12) 
Thus, condition (10) 
T (θ) = c , hence (7) follows from (11). Analogously, for the standard normal case, Rice's formula [Cramér and Leadbetter, 1967, Eq. 10.3 .1] leads to a(c) = e − c 2 2 , whereas b(Θ) can be specified similarly to the χ 2 case. Thus, letting {Z(θ)} be a mean zero and unit variance Gaussian process, by (13) we can write
where N Z c0 is the expected number of upcrossings of c 0 by {Z(θ)}. As discussed in Davies [1987] , for a two-sided test, the excursion probability of interest is P (sup θ∈Θ |{Z(θ)}| > c); the bound of which is twice the right hand side of (14). Finally, for theχ 2 01 process {K(θ)} introduced in Section 2.2, it can be shown (see Section B of the Supplementary material) that
where
The rate of convergence of the difference between the right and left hand side of (7), (14), and (15) are discussed in Section B of the Supplementary Materials. Analogous results of those in (14) and (15) for other Gaussian related processes, such as F and t processes, can be derived on the basis of random fields theory. This, along with the multidimensional version of our bound for TOHM is the subject of a forthcoming paper [Algeri and van Dyk, 2018] , where it is shown that a(c) in (13) corresponds to the Euler Characteristic density of first order of the respective stochastic process evaluated at c. As a result, the function a(c) in (13) only depends on the density function of the marginals of the process W (θ). Explicit closed-form expression for the EC densities are well-known in random field theory for Gaussian-related processes Worsley, 2008, Worsley, 1994] . On the basis of these results, we report explicit forms of (13) for F and t processes in Section B of the Supplementary material. The same approach can in principle be used to derive the bounds in (7), (14) and (15) on the basis of Worsley [2008, 2013] .
In Gross and Vitells [2010] , c 0 is chosen to minimizes the coefficent of variation
, where σ c0 is the standard deviation of N c0 . The problem reduces to maximizing E[N c0 ], i.e.,ĉ 0 = argmax c∈R a(c). For instance, for the process {T (θ)} in Section 2.1,ĉ 0 = s − 1 when s > 1.
Alternatively, to cover cases whereĉ 0 = 0, or when a global maximum is not defined, one can carry out a sensitivity analysis based on a few Monte Carlo simulations of {W (θ)} as described in Section 5.2.
Testing One Hypothesis Multiple times in practice
In practice, we evaluate the stochastic process {W (θ)} on a finite set of values for θ. Let Θ R represent a fine grid of evaluation points for {W (θ)}, with R being the, typically large, resolution of Θ R so that Θ R = {θ 1 , . . . , θ r , . . . , θ R } ⊆ Θ. For each θ r ∈ Θ R . Let {W (θ r )} be the random sequence which coincides with {W (θ)} at each grid point θ r and w(θ r ) be the observed value of {W (θ r )} at θ r . Thus, we approximate the global test statistics sup θ∈Θ W (θ) with its discrete counterpart max θr∈Θ R W (θ r ), and its observed value is given by
and such that c = lim R→∞ c R < ∞. We let the process of upcrossings of c R by {W (θ r )}, namelỹ N c R , be events of the type {W (θ r−1 ) ≤ c R , W (θ r ) > c R }. In order to ensure that Θ R is sufficiently dense to guarantee that the process of upcrossings and the supremum of {W (θ)} are well approximated by the process of upcrossings and the maximum of {W (θ r )}, we require
By dominated convergence, it follows from (18) Cramér and Leadbetter [1967, p. 63 and 195] prove (17) and (18) for adequate choices of Θ R . However, since in practice Θ R may be determined by the experiment, in Section 5 we discuss simple graphical tools to assess these assumptions. The right had side of (13) can therefore be approximated, as
and thus, under long-range independence, for large R and c R , (19) is an asymptotically sharp bound for P (sup θ∈Θ {W (θ)} > c R ). Whereas, E[Ñ c0 ] can be replaced by its Monte Carlo estimate,
Thus, the problem of testing (2) of R local p-values of the form P (W (θ r ) > w(θ r )), is produced, the smallest being selected and corrected afterwards in order to guarantee the desired family-wise type I error rate (e.g., Efron
[2010]); for instance, using the Bonferroni correction, which in this case is
This implies that the level at which the optimization and the correction occur differs between MHT and TOHM. In MHT, the optimization is over the local p-values P (W (L) > w(θ r )). In TOHM, on the other hand, the optimization is over the sub-test statistics w(θ r ), see (16), and an overall correction for the type I error is generated intrinsically by using the topology of {W (θ)} to approximate the global p-value.
In Section 4 we show that, despite the difference in their implementation, it is possible to identify scenarios where (20) can be used as reasonable approximation of (19), without being overly conservative.
Efficiency of Bonferroni for stringent significances
Point processes of upcrossings and exceedances at a glance
In this section, we review the EVT results for random sequences that we use in Section 4.2 to identify the relationship between TOHM and MHT. Further details can be found in Hüsler [1983 Hüsler [ , 1986 and Falk et al. [2010] .
First of all, we introduce the distinction between upcrossings and exceedances of the sequence {W (θ r )}. Specifically, an exceedance of c R by the sequence {W (θ r )} occurs at θ r if {W (θ r ) > c R }.
An illustration of the difference between upcrossings and exceedances is given in Figure 1 .
In order to characterize the behavior of {W (θ r We denote the process of exceedances and the process of upcrossings of c R by {W (θ r )} byṄ c R andÑ c R , respectively. We require the following conditions to hold.
where clearly, 0 ≤μ ≤μ ≤ ∞.
Results 4.2 and 4.3 can be found in Hüsler [1983 Hüsler [ , 1986 and Falk et al. [2010, Ch. 9] . 
TOHM via Bonferroni correction
We now turn to the practical implications of the classical results reviewed in Section 4.1. First, we rewrite the expected number of exceedances in (21) in a form more familiar to practictioners
where p BF is the Bonferroni correction defined in (20). The second line of (23) follows from the identical distribution of each component of the sequence {W (θ r )}. This implies that, since
Bonferroni's correction corresponds to the average number of exceedances of {W (θ r )} and, as discussed in Section 3, the second term in the right hand side of (19) gives the expected number of upcrossings of {W (θ r )}, we expect (19) and (20) (21), (22) and (23).
Specifically, we have that, under Conditions D and D , and as R → ∞ and c R → ∞,
by (21) and (23)
by Result 4.3μ =μ.
These observations establish the following relationship between the global p-value and p BF .
Theorem 4.4. Let c R = max θr∈Θ R {w(θ r )}, and let p BF be defined as in (23),
Under Conditions 4.1, D and D , (27) is asymptotically sharp, as c R → ∞. Further, if Conditions 3.4 hold, the global p-value P (sup θ∈Θ {W (θ)} > c) is well approximated by p BF .
Proof. Consider the sequence {W (θ r )}, and its process of upcrossingsÑ c R .
where (28) follows from the same argument used to obtain (12) by Cramér and Leadbetter [1967, p. 272] . By Result 4.2, the Poisson nature ofÑ c R guarantees that the right hand side of (28) is asymptotically equivalent to the left hand side as c R → ∞. By (26), D and D , the right hand side of (28) and (29) are asymptotically equivalent, as R → ∞ and c R → ∞. Thus (29) is also a sharp bound for the left hand side of (28). It follows that, if Conditions 3.4 hold, both the right hand side of (28) and (29) are also good approximations for P (sup θ∈Θ {W (θ)} > c) for large c (and c R ).
By the identical distribution of the components of {W (θ r )} and following (23), we have
Substituting (30) into (27), we obtain
It would be informative to quantify the rate at which |p BF − E[Ñ c R ]| → 0, and for which (28) and (29) 
Assessing D and D for Gaussian and related sequences
In this section, we focus our attention to the normal, χ [Berman, 1964] ,
holds, then D and D also hold. Here, ρ(θ r , θ r ) represents the covariance function of the zero-mean and unit variance Gaussian sequence {Z(θ r )} and, for {T (θ r )}, represents the covariance function of the underlying zero-mean and unit variance Gaussian sequences {Z 1 (θ r )}, . . . , {Z s (θ r )}, such
Using (32), we can establish the following corollaries of Theorem 4.4 For Corollaries 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 to be useful in practice, we must consider the appropriate sequence {Z(θ r )} for the evaluation of (32). Consider, for example, the LRT process {T n (θ)} and the associated sequence of sub-test statistics {T n (θ r )} for the test in (4), and let η = η be onedimensional, i.e., s = 1 4 . The χ 2 1 orχ 2 01 asymptotic behavior of {T n (θ)} under H 0 can be derived from the normalized score sequence
where L n (η 0 ,φ 0 , θ r ) is the profile-likelihood of h(y, η, φ, θ r ), evaluated atφ 0 , i.e., the MLE of φ under H 0 , with θ fixed at θ r , and η 0 is the value of η under H 0 . Whereas I n (η 0 ,φ, θ r ) is the Fisher information evaluated at η 0 andφ, with θ fixed at θ r .
From Davies [1977] it follows that, under suitable conditions, the normalized score sequence {S n (η 0 ,φ θr , θ r )} with covariance function ρ n (θ r , θ r ) is such that, as n → ∞, {S n (η 0 ,φ θr , θ r )} d − → {S η0 (θ r )}. Where {S η0 (θ r )} is a zero-mean unit variance Gaussian sequence with covariance function ρ (θ r , θ r ) = lim n→∞ ρ n (θ r , θ r ). Thus, we can write {T (θ)} = {S η0 (θ)} 2 when s = 1, and
where, marginally, P (S η0 (θ) > 0) = 1 2 . It follows from Corollaries 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 that if (32) is satisfied for ρ n (θ r , θ r ) then the result of Theorem 4.4 holds, as n → ∞.
In applied settings, the assessment of (32), can be conducted with a simple graphical tool which we discuss and implement for our three explanatory examples in Section 5.3. 
Practical matters
Case studies: description
We now discuss in detail the implementation of TOHM in the context of the three case studies introduced in Section 1, i.e., a "bump hunting" problem, a non-nested models comparison, and a logistic model with a break point; hereafter, we refer to these as Examples 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Data for both Examples 1 and 2 were generated using realistic simulations of the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) obtained with the gtobssim package 5 . The Fermi-LAT is a γ-ray telescope on the Fermi satellite orbiting the Earth [Atwood et al., 2009] .
In Example 1, our data analysis aims to properly distinguish between γ-ray signals induced by dark matter annihilations and those induced by the astrophysical background. Under the model in (1), the dark matter induced events are modeled as a narrow Gaussian bump with mean energy θ. The astrophysical background is distributed as a power-law with index φ. In our simulation, we set θ = 3.5GeV, φ = 1.4, and we consider the energy band y ∈ [1; 35]. This setup resulted in 64 dark matter events and 2274 background events. For more physics details, see Algeri et al. [2016b] .
In Example 2, the non-nested models to be compared are (i) a dark matter emission diffused over the entire energy spectrum with probability density given in (3) (see Bergström et al. [1998]) and (ii) a power-law distributed cosmic source with index φ. Background was not considered in our simulation; we set particle annihilation to occur at θ = 35GeV, and the power-law index to Finally, in Example 3 we consider a simple logistic-regression model where the logit is modelled as log
where π i = P (y i = 1|x i ), x i ∈ R is the covariate of interest, θ ∈ R is the location of the unknown break-point, and 1 {·} is the indicator function. The test of hypothesis is the same as in (2). The model in (34) is applied to the Down Syndrome dataset available in the R package segmented [Muggeo, 2008] . The dataset records whether babies born to 354,880 women are affected by Down Syndrome. We use (34) to model the probability, π i , that a woman of age x i has a baby with down syndrome, where x i ∈ [17; 47], and we let θ ∈ [20; 44]. The logit of the ratio between the number of down syndrome cases and number of births by age group is plotted in the right panel of Figure   2 .
In Example 1 and 2 we use the LRT as the sub-test statistic. Since both tests are of the form in (2), the test is on the boundary of the parameter space and the asymptotic distribution under
. In Example 3, we use the signed-root of the LRT Q n (θ) = sign(η θ − η 0 ) T n (θ), hence the sub-tests statistics are asymptotically normally distributed under H 0 and so is the resulting limiting process [Davies, 1977] .
The choices of c 0 and R
As discussed in Section 1, we specify a grid Θ R over the parameter space [L; U], and its resolution, R, is the number of times H 0 is tested versus the ensemble of sub-alternatives H 11 , . . . , H 1R , one for each value θ r in Θ R . In practice, R must either be chosen arbitrarily by the researcher or determined by the nature of the experiment. In either case, R must be sufficiently large to guarantee robustness of the results, yet small enough to ensure computational efficiency when calculating (19). One possibility is to choose R large enough so that, for a given c 0 , the expected number of upcrossings of c 0 of the observed process, E[Ñ c0 ], converges to a finite limit, which we expect, by Conditions 3.4, to correspond to the expected number of upcrossings of c 0 by the underling null continuous stochastic process {W (θ)}, i.e., E[N c0 ]. This strategy requires us to set c 0 before setting R.
As described in Section 3.1, one way to select an appropriate thresholds c 0 , is to perform a sensitivity analysis based on few Monte Carlo simulations of traces of the underlying processes under H 0 , such as those in the left panel of Figure 3 for Example 1, and the analogous for Examples 2 and 3 in the left panels of Figure 1 of the Supplementary Material. Looking at these plots, we choose c 0 to be the level (on the y-axis) with respect to which the process oscillates more often, and thus, with respect to which the upcrossings occur with higher frequency. This led to values c 0 equal to 0.1, 0.3 and 0 for Examples 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Inspecting the smoothness of the trace plots also allows us to qualitatively assess Conditions 3.1 and 3.4, which are necessary for the validity of the results of Sections 3 and 4.
The upcrossing plot in the right panel of Figure 3 is a simple graphical tools that help us to identify the value of R that best negotiates the trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency discussed at the beginning of this section. This plot displays Monte Carlo estimates E[Ñ c0 ] for the LRT in Example 1, under H 0 , as a function of R, evaluated at R = 15, 30, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000.
Analogous plots for Example 2 and 3 are reported in Figure 1 of the Supplementary Material. For each resolution we computed 100 Monte Carlo simulations, each of size 1000. The sample size of each simulation must be reasonably large to guarantee the asymptotic distribution of the sub-test statistics. In all our examples, 100 simulations are sufficient to achieve small Monte Carlo errors.
As with the well-known scree-plot used for Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (e.g., James et al. [2013, p. 383 well approximates the number of upcrossings for the underlying continuous time process.
In the upcrossings plot in Figure 3 (right panel), we also investigate the relationship between the width of the signal in the bump-hunting example, and the grid resolution. In particular, we replicate the simulation for three choices of the Gaussian width, namely σ = 0.1θ, σ = 0.5θ and σ = θ. (In our actual analysis σ = 0.1θ.) The left panel in Figure 3 illustrates how wider signals correspond to smoother underlying processes. Thus, with wider signals, E[Ñ c0 ] converges faster (right panel of Figure 3 ) and a lower grid resolution is often sufficient to identify the upcrossings.
In general, the choice of R not only impacts the upper bound/approximation for the global p-value in (13), but also impacts the observed value of the test statistics, c R , which we assume converges to c, as R → ∞, see (16). Specifically, if the gap between θ r and θ r+1 is wider than the signal width, c R may underestimate c, and the signal may be missed. Thus, for signal identification problems where the signal is typically localized over a small region of the search interval, a higher resolution is required not only to increase the accuracy of the estimate in (19), but also to avoid false negatives, which would in turn adversely affect the power of the test. Conversely, in Examples 2 and 3, the signal is spread either over the whole parameter space or over a large portion of it.
Thus, as shown in the right panels of Figure 1 of the Supplementary Material, convergence is achieved quickly because the underlying processes are characterized by smooth sample paths (left panels). In these cases the choice of R should be based on the level of accuracy of c R as an estimate for the maximum of the underlying process, and its location over the search range.
Finally, based on the elbow in the upcrossings plots, the values of R we select are R = 100 in Example 1 (with σ = 0.1θ as in (1)), R = 50 in Example 2, and R = 30 in Example 3. In order to guarantee accuracy of at least 0.5 for the estimated location,θ, of the break-point, however, we set R = 50 in Example 3. For each of the models considered, we computed (19) using the R andBerman's conditionThe Monte Carlo errors associated to the estimate E[Ñ c0 ] for E[Ñ c0 ] in (19) (and displayed on a lower scale in the upcrossings plots) are also incorporated in Figure 4 , but they are too small to be visible. As expected, the estimated TOHM bounds approach the "truth" as c → ∞. Convergence appears to be slower for Example 1. The plots, however, are presented on log 10 -scale, and thus in all cases we obtain a good approximations of the global p-values.
TOHM, Bonferroni and Berman's condition
Section 4.2 discusses the relationship between TOHM and MHT conducted via the Bonferroni correction. In this framework, in addition to stringent significance requirement and large resolutions R, a crucial role is played by Berman's condition in (32 In practical applications the search range [L; U] is bounded, in contrast to the theoretical assumption that R → ∞, the resolution R is fixed, and consequently, τ in (32) is bounded by the length of the search window. Thus, it is useful to assess the validity of (32) under these circumstances on a case-by-case basis. A simple way to do this is to evaluate (32) using the covariance function ρ n (θ r , θ r ) of the normalized score sequence, {S n (η 0 ,φ θr , θ r )}, introduced in Section 4.3, over the specified grid Θ R , with R selected as in Section 5.2.
In the first row of Figure 5 we assess (32) graphically for Examples 1-3, using equally spaced grid points over the pre-determined search ranges [L; U] specified in Section 5.1, with R = 100, R = 50 and R = 50 respectively. In Example 1, the limit in (32) approaches zero over the range In the second row of Figure 5 , we compare the TOHM estimated bound in (19) and Bonferroni bound for the three examples. Because the signed-root LRT is used in Example 3, rather than the LRT, smaller values of c correspond to equally significant results. Thus, statistical significance of TOHM is also reported (in σ) in the horizontal axes in the second row of Figure 5 . Specifically, we plot the ratio of the two bounds for increasing values of c, using different resolutions, R. As suggested by the Berman plots in the first row, for Example 1 (first column) the ratio of the bounds approaches one reasonably quickly, even for larger values of R. Interestingly, for smaller resolutions, Bonferroni is often less conservative than the TOHM bound. In Examples 2 and 3, however, Bonferroni is always more conservative than (19) when at least 30 tests are performed. All these plots suggest that the TOHM bound is preferable to Bonferroni with very high resolutions, i.e. R ≥ 500.
Data analyses
We performed both TOHM and MHT via Bonferroni for all the three examples described in Section 5.1. The results are summarized in Table 1 . As expected, in the dark matter search problem of Example 1, we obtained a significance of about 5.4σ using both TOHM and MHT. The signal location selected is close to the truth (3.5GeV), and the estimated model is plotted as a solid red line in the left panel of Figure 2 ; the estimated signal locationθ = 3.404 is indicated by the green dotted vertical line.
Not surprisingly, given the results of Section 5.3, for the dark matter search in Example 2, TOHM appears to be less conservative (4.06σ significance) than MHT via Bonferroni (3.69σ significance). Because this example involves a non-nested models comparison we invert the null of the hypotheses, in order to avoid meaningless results (see Section 2.2 for more details). In the inverted test, the power-law distributed cosmic source cannot be rejected with either TOHM (0.58σ) or MHT; given the low significance of the minimum of the local p-values (0.218, result not shown), the Bonferroni bound for the p-value exceeds one (with R = 50). Both the fitted dark matter model and the fitted power-law cosmic source model are displayed in the central panel of Figure   2 . In Example 2, the value of θ (i.e., the signal annihilation of the dark matter model) selected by both TOHM and Bonferroni is 27.265GeV. This is somewhat off from the true value used to simulate the data, perhaps because our analysis does not account for instrumental errors. Our analysis also only uses the spectral energy of the γ-ray signals, whereas in practice the directions of the γ-ray would also be used, thus increasing the statistical power.
Finally, for the break-point regression example, both TOHM and MHT give similar inferences (11.52σ and 11.43σ respectively). The similarity of the results is likely due to their extremely high statistical significance; we expect the bounds to coincide in the limit as c → ∞. Comparing this result with those in the bottom right panel of Figure 5 , even when performing 30 tests with 9.6σ significance (c = 10), Bonferroni is twice as conservative as the TOHM bound in (19). The fitted model is displayed in Figure 2 where the green triangle corresponds to the optimal break-point location, i.e., the maximum of the signed-root LRT process occurs at a mother's age of 31.266 years.
Discussion
In this paper we provide a formal description of a highly generalizable computational tool to efficiently test when a nuisance parameter is unidentifiable under H 0 . TOHM can be viewed as the practical counterpart of this problem, where the researcher formulates a sequence of sub-tests which are then appropriately combined to obtain a global p-value. We also show that this method can be used to compare non-nested models.
The main advantages of the method proposed are its easy implementation and its efficiency in providing accurate inference, while controlling for very small Type I errors rates. This is achieved by combining the theoretical framework of EVT with the practical simplicity of Monte Carlo simulations. Specifically, we use a suite of simulation studies to show that as few as 100 Monte
Carlo simulations are often sufficient to achieve a high level of accuracy.
In Section 4 of the paper, we identify scenarios where TOHM leads to the same inference of MHT via Bonferroni, and thus the latter can be used without worry of an overly conservative result.
We illustrate this strategy in a typical "bump-hunting" problem such as the search for a Gaussian peak on top of a power-law background. On the other hand, when the two testing procedures lead to different results, the TOHM bound is typically less conservative and, unlike Bonferroni, yields valid inference when the number R of sub-tests conducted is large.
It is important to point out that the stringent significance requirements play a critical role in both the theory behind the methodology proposed and its applications. This setup is particularly well suited for searches in high energy physics, where the significance level necessary to claim a discovery is usually of order of 5σ, see Lyons [2013, Table 1 ]. However, in light of the recent "p-value crisis", culminated with the Journal Basic and Applied Social Psychology banning the use of the p-value in future submissions [Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016, Woolston, 2015] , stringent significance criteria may become more popular in other scientific communities.
Finally, we propose simple graphical tools to (i) specify an appropriate number of tests R in order to guarantee robustness of the resulting inference, and (ii) to assess the equivalence between TOHM and Bonferroni. The latter show that TOHM is often less-conservative than Bonferroni, hence more powerful, when a large number R of sub-tests is conducted. Although we do not investigate the power of TOHM here, readers interested in power are directed to Davies [1977] for a formal derivation of lower and upper bounds of the power function in the normal case, or the simulation studies conducted in Algeri et al. [2016a,b] for theχ 2 01 case. Extensions our results to the case where the nuisance parameter specified only under the alternative, θ, is multi-dimensional are the subject of a forthcoming paper [Algeri and van Dyk, 2018] .
Additional research is needed to extend the second main results of the paper, i.e., the possibility of identifying cases where TOHM and Bonferroni lead to the same results would be particularly helpful in multidimensional astrophysical searches, where even a few Monte Carlo simulations from the detectors may be highly time-consuming. Thus, identifying cases when Bonferroni is not overly conservative could massively save computational time. Another challenge arises in scenarios where Conditions D, D and D * do not hold and the Poisson limits are not guaranteed by EVT, and thus the TOHM bound proposed in this work could be further improved.
